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D>-!#1 !, .=9% &'()*9
 ! "##$%&'(
E" /!1,#71!3 .B7<!% #1 ,-#" 6.6!5 A! +"! .1 #1",.1,#.,#71 78 =74#$ B."!3
.54+/!1,.,#71 B."!3 71 . "6!$#F$ 85.4/!1, 78 F5", 753!5 =74#$9 G-#" "+B"!,
#" !H+#<.=!1, ,7 I.,.=74JK D>.=L !, .=9% &'('*% >71$!6,+.= M5.6-" 75 I!"$5#6K
,#71 N74#$" D,-! EL 85.4/!1, DO..3!5 !, .=9% &''P* .13 ,-! INKN#,! 8./#=#!"














































































 !"#$%# &'($# )*+(,"-. $ *"&+."/ .' .0" $-)'*,+.$'- #+!$.+&$ +.$'- -""/ ')
.0" )''/  "#.'*1 20" &'-( ."*, +$, $ .' "-*$#0 '-.'&'($" +-/ /+.+  '3*#" 
4+ "/ '- .0" " '-.'&'($" +-/ 5'$- .0" 6!"- 7+.+ ,'8","-.1 20$ "-.+$& 
.0+. .0" &+-(3+(" 3 "/ 49 .0" )''/ +!!&$#+.$'- -""/ .' 4" #',!+.$4&" :$.0
.0" ;",+-.$# <"4 "=3$8+&"-. &+-(3+(" + ,"-.$'-"/ 4")'*"1
20" #0'$#" ') .0" SRC  9-.+> +-/ (*+!0 *"+ '-$-( ,"#0+-$ , $ 53 .$%"/
49 .0" 8$ 3+& +!!"+& ') .0$ &+-(3+(" )'* -'- #',!3.$-( ">!"*. 1
?- + -3. 0"&& '3* ,".0'/'&'(9 $ + )'&&': 1 20"  ". ') ('+& @ 8$":!'$-. 
+ :"&& + .0" A-':&"/(" +  '#$+."/ :$.0 .0" ('+& B 8$":!'$-. $ "&$#$."/
"$.0"* 49 .0" ,"+- ') $-."*8$": :$.0 .0" /',+$- ">!"*. '* ,+-3+&&9 )*',
/$C"*"-.  #$"-.$%# !+!"* 1 20$  ."! ') .0" +!!&$#+.$'- $ .0" ,' . .$," #'-D
 3,$-( 43. .0" ,' . $,!'*.+-.1 ?) .0" A-':&"/(" "&$#$."/ $ -'. #',!&"."@
 '3-/ '* !*"#$ " .0" '3.#'," ') .0"  9 .", $ #',!*',$ "/1 20"-@ 4+ "/ '-
.0" A-':&"/(" "&$#$."/ )*', .0" A-':&"/(" ">!"*. +-/ .0" ('+& ') .0" ">D
!"*. @ :" "-*$#0 .0" A-':&"/(" 4+ " 3 $-( *"8"* " "-($-""*$-( E$,!&","-."/
3 $-( 4+#A:+*/ #0+$-$-( +&('*$.0, F1 G3..$-( .'(".0"* .0" "-*$#0"/ A-':&D
"/(" 4+ " '4.+$-"/ 49 4+#A:+*/ #0+$-$-( )*', .0" /$C"*"-. ('+& :$&& &"+/
.' $-#'- $ ."-#$" 1 20" +*(3,"-.+.$'- !*'#"  $ 3 "/ +. .0$  ."! +-/ .0"
">."- $'- 9$"&/ 49 .0" +!!&$#+.$'- #',!3."/1 H+ "/ '- .0" ">."- $'- +-/
.0" +  '#$+."/ 8$":!'$-. :" #+- 3 " 8'.$-( )3-#.$'- .' /"."*,$-" .0" +!D
!&$#+.$'- #0'$#" ') 8$":!'$-. 1
 !"! #$% &'$% (%') *'+'
I>!*"  $-( .0" .+*(". #0+*+#."*$ .$# J '* ('+& J +##'*/$-( .' 8+*$'3 
!'$-. ') 8$": #'- $ . ') $/"-.$)9$-( .0" )+#". $-8'&8"/ $- .0" #'- .*3#.$'-














































































 !"#$"%& %$'("!)!*+& $%', -" .//0%0!"& 12'( 30$45!0"%1 (.3$ %! 6$ .// $11$/
.''! /0"* %! %($0 3. 0!21 '!#5!"$"%1 786$ 1& #0"$ .)1& 30%.#0"1& $%'9, :$;
10 .6)$ /0 $'%0!"1 "$$/ %! 6$ ).0/ /!4"& ."/ 0" . 8 1% 1%$5 4$ '!"10/$ %($#
0"/$5$"/$"% !"$ < !# ."!%($ ,
=($ '!"10/$ $/ 1!2 '$1 !< 0"<! #.%0!" 0"')2/$& < !# #!1% <! #.) %! )$11
<! #.)> 7?9 5$$  $30$4$/ 1'0$"%08' 5.5$ 1@ 7A9 %$'("0'.)  $5! %1 ! 0"<! ;
#.%0!" 5!1%$/ !" 4$610%$1@ 7B9 '!"<$ $"'$1 ."/ 1'0$"%08' #$$%0"*1 . !2"/
 $1$. '( 5 !C$'%1@ 7D9 $E5$ % F"!4)$/*$ !6%.0"$/ %( !2*( 0"%$ 30$41, =($ 1'0;
$"%08' . %0')$1 4$ (.3$ .".)+1$/ G 40%( %($ 125$ 3010!" !< $E5$ %1 0" .* 0<!!/
G 0"')2/$> 7H!2  $ $% .),& AIIJ@ K).30" ."/ L $$"& AIIM@ :262011!";N2$))0$ &
AIIO@ L0"!" $% .),& AIIP@ Q.+.%& AI??9, 7H!2  $ $% .),& AIIJ9 '!#5. $1 %($
/0R$ $"% %+5$1 !< S!2 < !# . "2% 0%0!".) 5!0"% !< 30$4, 7K).30" ."/ L $$"&
AIIM9 $E5)! $1 %($ )0"F 6$%4$$" 86$ ."/ 1.%0$%+, 7:262011!";N2$))0$ & AIIO@
L0"!" $% .),& AIIP9 /$.) 40%( '!"12#$ 6$(.30!2 ."/ 40))0"*"$11 %! 5.+,
=($+ <!'21 !" T $"'( 6.*2$%%$ 4($" 0"<! #.%0!" '!"'$ "0"* %($ )$3$) !<
86$ 1 01 5 !30/$/& ."/ %($+ 6.1$ %($0  $12)%1 !" 1%.%01%0'.) 1%2/0$1 !< '!";
12#$ 5."$)1, 7Q.+.%& AI??9 5 !30/$1 . 12##. + !< %($ "2% 0%0!".) .15$'%1
!< '!"12#5%0!" !< 6 $./ ."/ %($ )0"F 40%( %$'("!)!*0'.) .15$'%1,
U$ .)1!  $30$4$/ %$'("0'.)  $5! %1 .3.0).6)$ !" !V'0.) 4$610%$1 !" ($.)%(
5!)0'+> %($ 526)0' WXXK 7X.%0!".) W !* .# <! X2% 0%0!" ."/ Y$.)%(& 444,
#."*$ 6!2*$ ,< Z5""19 7WXXK 7/!'2#$"%1 1%.%2%.0 $19& AI?I9& %($ [2 !;
5$." 5 !C$'% Y$.)%(* .0" 7)!!F0"* .% 0#5 !30"* "2% 0%0!" ."/ ($.)%( %( !2*(
* .0"19 7:$." $% .),& AIIM@ Y[\Q=YL]\-X& AIIP9& .1 4$)) .1 5 !C$'%1 ."/
1+#5!10. !" 1."0%. + #$.12 $1  $*. /0"* %($ "2% 0%0!".)& %$'("!)!*0'.) ."/














































































 !"# $%%&' () # $%%&*+ (,-.//0# 12324./ ,-5243,261 6242 78-9:7529 58 78//275
98;.,- 2<=245 >-86/29?2# ,- =.45,7:/.4 @84 527A-8/8?0 1=27,./,151 ,- 8:4 /.BC
84.5840+
D 1:;;.40 8@ 5A2 421:/51 8B5.,-29 ,- 5A2 B.>,-? ,-9:1540 ,1 10-5A21,129 ,-
(,?:42 $ 42?.49,-? -:54,5,8-./ .-9 84?.-8/2=5,7 .1=2751+ (,?:42 $E.* 1A861
5A2 ;.,- ,92-5,F29 ?8./1 58 42.7A @84 . -:54,5,8-.//0 8=5,;,129 B42.9 E@84
,-15.-72# 78-5.,-,-? . A,?A /232/ 8@ 18/:B/2 FB241# 3,5.;,-1 .-9 ;,-24./1# /86
1./5# 257+*# 6A242.1 (,?:42 $EB* 1:;1 := 5A2 ;.,- ?8./1 58 .7A,232 @84 .-
2-G80.B/2 B42.9 42?.49,-? 12-184,./ 78-724-1 E@84 2<.;=/2# 74:150# 257+*+
 ! "#$%&'$() *+,&-&#..
H- 5A,1 1275,8- 62 2<=/.,- 5A2 527A-,7./ 421:/51 5A.5 2-1:42 5A2 18:-9-211
.-9 78;=/252-211 8@ 8:4 .?48-8;0 .==/,7.5,8- ;25A89+ IA2 1275,8- ,1 78;C
=8129 8@ 5A422 =.451+ D F415 1:B1275,8- 2<=/.,-1 5A2 /8?,7./ 1:B125 8@ F415
84924 /8?,7 /.-?:.?2 2;=/8029 ,- 5A2 =.=24+ IA2 1278-9 1:B1275,8- 1A861
A86 58 78-154:75 .4?:;2-51 .-9 .55.7>1 ,- 84924 58 8B5.,- 2<52-1,8-1 6A2-
. >-86/29?2 B.12 2<=421129 :-924 5A,1 /.-?:.?2 ,1 ,-78-1,152-5+ J.15# 5A2
5A,49 1275,8- 1A861 A86 62 :129 4232412 2-?,-224,-? 58 78;=/252 5A2 >-86/C
29?2 B.12 6,5A .// =811,B/2 .75,8-1 .-9 A86 .4?:;2-5.5,8- 7.- B2 :129 ,-
84924 58 12/275 78-1,152-5 1:B1251 8@ >-86/29?2 6A,7A 1:==845 ?,32- .75,8-1+
 !"! #$% &'()*+, &+-(.+(%
H- 5A2 @8//86,-?# 62 ?,32 5A2 ?2-24./ 1255,-? >-86/29?2 42=4212-5.5,8-
/.-?:.?2 :129 5A48:?A8:5 5A2 =.=24+
D >-86/29?2 B.12 ,1 . KC5:=/2 K = (F ,R,N ) 78;=8129 8@ 5A422 F-,52






























































































































































 !" #$ %&'()**+ ,!-.! /0)" /! )11!2" )$ F 3 R )., N 4
 !"#$ %&'#!()  !" C 5! ) $!" &% 1&.$")."$ )., P = P1∪P2 . . .∪Pn ) $!"
&% 2'!,61)"!$ &% "0! 1&''!$2&.,6.7 )'6"+ i = 1, . . . , n4  !" V 5! ) 1&#.")5*+
6.-.6"! $!" &%  !"#!$%&'4 8! ,!-.! "0! $!" &% (&")' 5+ T = V ∪ C4 9$
#$#)*3 76:!. i ∈ {1 . . . n}3 p ∈ Pi )., t1, . . . , ti ∈ T /! 1)** p(t1, . . . , ti) ).
!(*)4 9 +!,( 6$ "0! !;6$"!."6)* 1*&$#'! &% ). )"&( &' ). !;6$"!."6)* 1*&$#'!
&% ) 1&.<#.1"6&. &% )"&($4 =>&"! "0)" "0!'! 6$ .& .!7)"6&. &' ,6$<#.1"6&. 6.
"0! %)1"$ )., "0)" /! 1&.$6,!' ) 7!.!')*6$!, .&"6&. &% %)1"$ "0)" 1). 1&.")6.
$!:!')* )"&($4?
• -"&!./ 0&"&!%/ 1*23!%(/ 0*4(!)#4!4(5"&& )'! !;)(2*!$ &% #.)'+ 2'!,@
61)"!$ =)'6"+ A? )., 6'647"&.#&4(8+ 6$ ) 56.)'+ 2'!,61)"! =)'6"+ B?4
• 9:&!(/ *!('/ ";&/ $!"%&; )'! 1&.$")." !;)(2*!$4
• 0&"&!% <2:&!(= 6$ ). )"&(4
• ∃ > <-"&!.<>= ∧ 6'647"&.#&4(8+<2:&!(/ >== 6$ ) %)1"4
C#! "& *)1D &% $2)1! /! ,& .&" $0&/ "0! %#** $!()."61 ,!-.6"6&.$ &% %)1"$
=&' '#*!$ )., 1&.$"')6."$ 6. "0! %&**&/6.7 $!1"6&.?4 E&' ) 1&(2*!"! $!()."61
,!261"6&. &% "06$ *).7#)7! 2*!)$! 10!1D =F0!6. )., G#7.6!'3 BHHIJ F0!6.
!" )*43 BHAKJ F'&6"&'# )., L!$613 BHAK?4 M" 6$ /!** D.&/. "0)" F ′ |= F ='!),
"0! %)1" F ′ !.")6*$ "0! %)1" F ? 6% )., &.*+ 6% "0!'! 6$ ) 0&(&(&'206$( %'&(
F "& F ′ =F0!6. )., G#7.6!'3 BHHI?4
*+,-$) 9 '#*! R 6$ ) %&'(#*) &% "0! %&'(
∀x1, . . . , ∀xn ∀y1, . . . , ∀ym (H(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) →
∃z1, ...∃zk C(y1, . . . , ym, z13 ...zk))
/0!'! H3 "0! 0+2&"0!$6$3 )., C3 "0! 1&.1*#$6&.3 )'! )"&($ &' 1&.<#.1"6&.$














































































y1, . . . , ym  !" #$" % !& '(")  **" !&+, &+ '-#$ H  +. C  +. z1, . . . , zk #$" +"/
% !& '(") &+#!-.01". &+ #$" 1-+1(0)&-+2 3+ "4 5*(" -6  !0(" &) #$" 6-((-/&+,7
∀  !"#$%&! ' ∧ ($)*+,+&$-#$$! ' ∧ ./,0*0 +1-#$$! '
→ 201*%3+1%1*-#$$! ''2
8+ #$" 6-((-/&+, /" /&(( 1-+)&."! !0(") /&#$-0# +"/ "4&)#"+#& ( % !& '(")
&+ #$" 1-+1(0)&-+2
9" )-+&+, 1-+)&)#) -6  **(:&+, !0(") -+ #$" )"# F  +. #$0) &+6"!!&+, +"/
;+-/(".,"2 3 !0(" R = (H,C) &) %445+,%65$ #- )"# F &6  +. -+(: &6 #$"!"
"4&)#) F ′ ⊆ F )01$ #$ # #$"!" &)  $-5-5-!*$&)5 σ 6!-5 #$" $:*-#$")&)
-6 R #- #$" 1-+<0+1#&-+ -6 "("5"+#) -6 F ′2 3 !0(" R = (H,C) &) &+%"!)"(:
 **(&1 '(" #-  6 1# F &6 #$"!" &)  $-5-5-!*$&)5 pi 6!-5 C #- F 2 8+ #$&)
1 )"= #$" &+%"!)"  **(&1 #&-+ -6 R #- F  11-!.&+, #- pi *!-.01")  +"/ 6 1#
F ′ )01$ #$ # R(F ′) = F 2 >" #$"+ ) : #$ # #$" +"/ 6 1# &)  + &55".& #"
&+%"!)" ."!&% #&-+ -6 F ': R=  '0)&%"(: ."+-#". R−1(F )2
?-#" #$ # #$&) #"1$+&@0" &) 1-55-+(: 0)".= 6-! "4 5*("= 6-! ' 1;/ !.
1$ &+&+, @0"!:  +)/"!&+, AB ,"#  +. C (% #= DEEFG H-+&, "#  (2= DEIDJ /$"!"
 @0"!: &) !"/!&##"+  11-!.&+, #- #$" !0(")2 K$" ) 5" 5"1$ +&)5 &)  ()-
.&)10))". ':  '.01#&%" !" )-+&+,  (,-!&#$5) AH( !5 + "#  (2= DEIIJ /$"!"
5&+&5 ( )"#) -6 6 1#) A&+ #$" )"# &+1(0)&-+ )"+)"J  !"  ..". #- #$" ;+-/(".,"
' )" &+ -!."! #- '"  '(" #- .".01#  @0"!:2
L"# F = "#$%&!65$7$**$' ∧ ($)*+,+&$-#$$!65$7$**$' ∧ ./,0*0 +1-#$$!65$78
$**$'  +. R #$" !0(" ∀  !"#$%&! ' ∧ ($)*+,+&$-#$$! ' ∧ ./,0*0 +1-#$$! ' →
201*%3+1%1*-#$$! ''2
R &)  **(&1 '(" #- F  +. *!-.01") ': ."!&% #&-+ #$" 6-((-/&+, 6 1#7 "#$%&















































































!"# F = )!"*+#$%"&"''"( ∧ ,-.'*/0.*.' !""#$%"&"''"( $%& R #'" ()*" ∀ 1
#)!"*+#1( ∧ 2"3'040+" !""#1( ∧ 564-'-10. !""#1( → ,-.'*/0.*.' !""#1(( 
R +%,"(-"*. $//*+0$1*" #2 F $%& /(2&)0"- 1. +%,"(-" &"(+,$#+2% #'" 3$0#4
F ′ = )!"*+#$%"&"''"( ∧ 2"3'040+" !""#$%"&"''"( ∧ 564-'-10. !""#$%"&"''"( 
!"# F 1" $ -)1-"# 23 F $%& *"# R 1" $ -"# 23 ()*"- 5 -"# Fn +- 0$**"&
$% R7+"!08*'0-. 23 F +3 #'"(" +- $ -"6)"%0" 23 -"#- 70$**"& $ +"!08*'0-. 3"7
9&".4"8 (F0, F1, . . . , Fn) -)0' #'$# F0 ⊆ F 9 F0 +- R:02%-+-#"%#9 32( ","(.
i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}9 +# '2*&- #'$# Fi +- $% +;;"&+$#" &"(+,$#+2% 23 Fi−1 
<+,"% $ -"# {F0, . . . , Fk} ⊆ F $%& $ -"# 23 ()*"- R9 #'" 0*2-)(" 23
{F0, . . . , Fk} = ( # R9 &"%2#"& ClR({F0, . . . , Fk})9 +- &">%"& $- #'" -;$**:
"-# -"# 7=+#' ("-/"0# #2 ⊆8 ='+0' 02%#$+%- {F0, . . . , Fk}9 $%& +- 0*2-"& 32(
R:&"(+,$#+2% 7#'$# +-9 32( ","(. R:&"(+,$#+2% Fn 23 {F0, . . . , Fk}9 =" '$,"
Fn ⊆ ClR({F0, . . . , Fk})) ?+%$**.9 =" -$. #'$# $ -"# F $%& $ -"# 23 ()*"- R
".'*0% $ 3$0# G 7$%& =" =(+#" F ,R |= G8 +@ #'" 0*2-)(" 23 #'" 3$0#- 1. $**
#'" ()*"- "%#$+*- F 7+ " +3 ClR(F) |= G8 
 !"#$%&'"$#( 5 02%-#($+%# +- $ 32(;)*$ ∀x1 . . . ∀xn (H(x1, . . . , xn)
→ ⊥)9 ='"(" H +- $% $#2; 2( $ 02%A)%0#+2% 23 $#2;- $%& n ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} 
B6)+,$*"%#*.9 $ 02%-#($+%# 0$% 1" =(+##"% $- ¬(∃x1, ..., ∃xnH(x1, ...xn)) 5-
$% "C$;/*" 23 $ 02%-#($+%#9 02%-+&"( N = ¬(∃ 1 #:!-;'<#1( ∧ ="4!"*3"#1((( 
<+,"% $ D%2=*"&E" 1$-" K = (F ,R,N )9 $ -"# {F1, . . . , Fk} ⊆ F +- -$+&
#2 1" 0.4-.303'".' +3 $%& 2%*. +3 #'"(" "C+-#- $ 02%-#($+%# N ∈ N -)0' #'$#
{F1, . . . , Fk} |= HN 9 ='"(" HN &"%2#"- #'" "C+-#"%#+$* 0*2-)(" 23 #'" './2#':
"-+- 23 N  5 -"# +- 02%-+-#"%# +3 $%& 2%*. +3 +# +- %2# +%02%-+-#"%# 5 -"#














































































N ∈ N  !"# $#%$ ClR({F1, . . . , Fk}) |= HN & '#()( HN *(+,$( $#( (-. $(+$.%/
"/, !)( ,0 $#( #12,$#( . ,0 N 3
4($ K = (F ,R,N ) '#()(5
• F ",+$%.+ $#( 0,//,'.+6 0%"$ 5
− F1 =  !"#$%&'"("))"* ∧ +,-)#./-#-)0!""%&'"("))"*
− F2 = ∃ " 12)!#3)/,-4#)"%"5&'"("))"*
− F3 = ∃ 6 %0/&"!+,-)"-)%65&'"("))"* ∧ 7/89%6**
• R ",+ . $ ,0 $#( 0,//,'.+6 )!/( 5
− R1 = ∀ 25: % !"#$%2* ∧ 12)!#3)/,-4#)"%:52* ∧ ;"<)/3/$"0!""%2*
→ ="3!"#<"%:**
− R2 = ∀ 25:5> % !"#$%2* ∧ 12)!#3)/,-4#)"%:52* ∧ 0/&"!+,-)"-)%>52* ∧
7/89%>* → ?!,@)9%:**
− R3 = ∀ 2 % !"#$%2* ∧ +,-)#./-#-)0!""%2*
→ ;"<)/3/$"0!""%2* ∧ A:3,),2/-0!""%2**
• N ",+$%.+ $#( 0,//,'.+6 +(6%$.7( ",+ $)%.+$5
− N = ¬(∃ 2 %?!,@)9%2* ∧ ="3!"#<"%2***
K . .+",+ . $(+$  .+"( (F ,R) |= N 3 8+*((*& F1 %+* R3 %//,' $, *(*!"(
;"<)/3/$"0!""%&'"("))"*3 9,:;.+(* $, F2 %+* R1 '( ,;$%.+ ="3!"#<"%"*3 F3
%+* R2 *(*!"( ?!,@)9%"*& 7.,/%$.+6 $#( +(6%$.7( ",+ $)%.+$ N 3
<.7(+ % =+,'/(*6( ;% (& ,+( "%+ % = % ",+>!+"$.7( ?!()1 .+ ,)*() $,














































































 !!"#$% &!%'(%&)*+# ,(#-*#. /01*&1 $-# 2$&).34 5. $% #6$78"# !2 $ ,(#-9: )$;#
∃x1cat(x1)4 <1# $%.0#- )! ,(#-9 α *. 8!.*)*+# *2 $%= !%"9 *2 F ,R |= α4
5%.0#-*%> Q: )-$=*)*!%$""9: 1$. )0! =*?#-#%) $">!-*)17*& $88-!$&1#.@ #*A
)1#- 2!-0$-= &1$*%*%> !-  $&;0$-=. &1$*%*%>4 <1# )0! $88-!$&1#. &!7# )!
#*)1#- /B3 C%=*%> $% $%.0#- !2 Q *% )1# RA=#-*+$)*!%. !2 )1# 2$&). *% )1#
;%!0"#=>#  $.# !- /D3 &!78()*%> )1# *%+#-.# RA=#-*+$)*!%. !2 )1# ,(#-9 $%=
C%=*%> *2 )1#-# *. $ 7$)&1 *% )1# 2$&).4 E# 0*"" 2!&(. !% )1# "$))#- $88-!$&1
*% )1# 2!""!0*%>4
 !"! #$%&'()*+ ,)- #**,./+
<1*. .#&)*!% .1!0. )1$) *) *. 8!..* "# )! =#C%# $% *%.)$%)*$)*!% !2 F(%>G.
$ .)-$&) $->(7#%)$)*!% )1#!-9 /F(%>: BHHI3 )1$) &$%  # (.#= )! -#$.!% 0*)1
$% *%&!%.*.)#%) !%)!"!>*&$" JK4
E# C-.) =#C%# )1# %!)*!% !2 $% $->(7#%)4 L!- $ .#) !2 2!-7("$# G =
{G1, . . . , Gn}: %!)$)*!%
∧
G *. (.#= $. $% $  -#+*$)*!% 2!- G1 ∧ . . . ∧Gn4
 !"#$%$&# '( 012() , /)345(-%( 6,+( K = (F ,R,N )7 ,) ,$%&'()* a 1+ ,
*&85( a = (F0, F1, . . . , Fn) 49($(:
• (F0, . . . , Fn−1) 1+ , -($12,*13) +(;&().( 41*9 $(+8(.* *3 K
• Fn 1+ ,) ,*3'7 , .3)<&).*13) 3= ,*3'+7 *9( (>1+*()*1,5 .53+&$( 3= ,)
,*3' 3$ *9( (>1+*()*1,5 .53+&$( 3= , .3)<&).*13) 3= ,*3'+ +&.9 *9,*
Fn−1 |= Fn!
<1*. =#C%*)*!%: 2!""!0*%> )1# =#C%*)*!% !2 /M-!*)!-( $%= N#.*&: DOBP3 *. $















































































 ! "#$%&#'( )*+ ,!)-)#!,. '/!$ ,!0 !,. 0+ "1%%!"+ )*-) 0+ -/+ 2#3+, -
45+6 7,!0&+62+ 8-"+ K = (F ,R,N ) -,6 6! ,!) +5%&#9#)&( $+,)#!, F . R ,!/
N #' ,!) ,+9+""-/(: ;+) a = (F0, ..., Fn) 8+ -, -/21$+,):  *+,. 0+ 6+,!)+
Supp(a) = F0 -,6 Conc(a) = Fn:
</21$+,)" $-( -))-97 +-9* !)*+/. 0*#9* #" 9-%)1/+6 8( - 8#,-/( -))-97
/+&-)#!, Att ⊆ Arg(F)× Arg(F):
 !"#$%$&# '(  !" K = (F ,R,N ) #! $ %&'()!*+! #$,! $&* )!" a $&* b #!
"(' $-+./!&",0 12! $-+./!&" a $""$3%, $-+./!&" b4 *!&'"!* (a, b) ∈ Att4
56 $&* '&)7 56 "2!-! !85,", ϕ ∈ Supp(b) ,.32 "2$" "2! ,!" {Conc(a), ϕ} 5,
R95&3'&,5,"!&"0
 *#" -))-97 /+&-)#!, #" ,!) "($$+)/#9:  ! "++ 0*(. 9!,"#6+/ )*+ '!&&!0#,2
+5-$%&+: ;+) F = {p(m), q(m), r(m)}. R = ∅. N = {∀x1(p(x1) ∧ q(x1) ∧
r(x1)→ ⊥)}: ;+) a = ({p(m), q(m)}, p(m)∧ q(m)). b = ({r(m)}, r(m)): =+
*-3+ (a, b) ∈ Att -,6 (b, a) /∈ Att:  *#" 0#&& +,"1/+ )*-) )*+ ,-#3+ +5)+,"#!,
#" 6#>+/+,). -) &+-") #, )*+!/(. '/!$ )*+ %/+'+//+6. ")-8&+. +)9: "+$-,)#9":
?!0+3+/. #, !1/ -%%&#9-)#!, )*+( -&& +,)-#& )*+ "-$+ #,'!/$-)#!, -" "*!0,
&-)+/ !,:
 !"#$%$&# )( :5;!& $ %&'()!*+! #$,! K = (F ,R,N )4 "2! 9!//+"%!,6#,2
-/21$+,)-)#!, '/-$+0!/7 AFK 5, $ <$5- (A = Arg(F), Att) (2!-! Arg(F)
5, "2! ,!" '6 $)) $-+./!&", "2$" 3$& #! 3'&,"-.3"!* 6-'/ F $&* Att 5, "2!
3'--!,<'&*5&+ $""$3% -!)$"5'& $, ,<!35=!* 5& >!=&5"5'& ?0
 !" E ⊆ A $&* a ∈ A0 @! ,$7 "2$" E 5, 9!,@#9) '/++ 5A "2!-! !85,", &'
$-+./!&", a, b ∈ E ,.32 "2$" (a, b) ∈ Att0 E 6+'+,6" a 5A 6'- !;!-7 $-+./!&"














































































E  !  !"#$$#%&'  "  #  ! $%&' $# ()** +&, ,*(*&,! +--  #! +)./0*&#!1 E  ! +
()"*&'+' ',+'-$#)-  " E  ! +& +,0 !! 2-* !*# 34 $4 $%&#+ &! +-- #4* +)./0*&#!
 # ,*(*&,!1 E  ! + *.'/'..'! ',+'-$#)-  "  #  ! 0+5 0+- 63 #4 )*!7*$# #% !*#
 &$-/! %&8 +,0 !! 2-* !*#1 E  ! + $+ %&' ',+'-$#)-  "  #  ! $%&' $#9()** +&, (%)
+-- a ∈ A \ E : #4*)* *5 !#! +& +)./0*&# b ∈ E !/$4 #4+# (b, a) ∈ Att1
E  ! + 0.)1-!'! ',+'-$#)-  " E  ! + 0 & 0+- 6(%) !*#  &$-/! %&8 $%07-*#*
*5#*&! %&1
;%) +& +)./0*&#+# %& ()+0*3%)< AS = (A, Att) 3* ,*&%#* 2= Extx(AS)
6%) 2= Extx(A, Att)8 #4* !*# %(  #! *5#*&! %&! 3 #4 )*!7*$# #% !*0+&# $! x1
>* /!* #4* +22)*? +# %&! c: p: s: +&, g (%) )*!7*$# ?*-= $%07-*#*: 7)*(*))*,:
!#+2-* +&, .)%/&,*, !*0+&# $!1
@& +)./0*&#  ! !$*7# $+--= +$$*7#*,  (  #  !  & +-- *5#*&! %&!: $)*,/-%/!-=
+$$*7#*,  (  #  !  & +# -*+!# %&* *5#*&! %& +&, )*A*$#*,  (  #  ! &%#  & +&=
*5#*&! %&1
2 $'! )- +3#$ !'4-#+#)- )/  .01"'-+$  -!  ++ (5$ #- 67.)#+).1  -! 8'$#(9
:;<=> ? $  &$) $3)?- +3 + +3' . +#)- &#+@ *)$+1& +'$ )/ 67 "#- !  -! A"B
0)1!9 :;;C>  .' .'$*'(+'!D E3#$ #-$+ -+# +#)- .'$*'(+$ +3' !#.'(+9 #-!#.'(+
()-$#$+'-(@  $ ?'&&  $ +3' (&)$1.'D
B1C1 ;%)0+- ! &. #4* /!* $+!*
F- +3#$ $1%$'(+#)- ?' /)." &#$' +3' -)+#)-$ *.'$'-+'! #- $'(+#)- GD
H'+ K = (F ,R,N ) %'  ()-$#$+'-+ 5-)?&'!0' % $'D E3#$ #$ +3' 5-)?&'!0'
% $' +3 +  &&  (+).$ $3 .'  -!  0.'' 1*)-D F- +3#$ * *'. ?'  $$1"' +3 + +3'
.1&'$  -! -'0 +#I' ()-$+. #-+$  .' ()"")- +) 'I'.@%)!@D
E3' 0) &$ )/ +3' !#J'.'-+  (+).$ ( - %' $''-  $  $'+ )/ ',#$+'-+# &&@ (&)$'!














































































 !" Gi #! $ %&$' $() K "*! +(&,'!)%! #$-!. K /- 0&(-/-"!(" $() K )&!-
(&" !("$/' Gi. 1! 0&234"! "*! /(5!6-! R7)!6/5$"/&(- &8 Gi 9,*!6! R /- "*!
-!" &8 64'!- &8 "*! +(&,'!)%! #$-!:. 1! $)) $'' &8 "*! R−1(Gi) "& "*! 8$0"-.
1! "*4- &#"$/( $ (!, +(&,'!)%! #$-! Ki ,*/0* )/;!6- 86&2 K -&'!'< #< /"-
8$0"- -!" 9,*/0* (&, $'-& /(0'4)!- R−1(Gi):= K = (F ∪R
−1(Gi),R,N ) . 1!
$'-& /23&-! "*$" Ki /- 0&(-/-"!(".
>/5!( G = {G1, G2, ..., Gn}? "*! %&$'- 0&66!-3&() "& $ -!" &8 5/!,3&/("- V
9"*!6! !@/-"- $ 84(0"/&( κ : G → 2V:. A*/- 84(0"/&( 0$( $--/%( $ %&$' "& &(!
&6 2&6! 5/!,3&/("- $() !$0* 5/!,3&/(" 0$( #! $--&0/$"!) ,/"* &(! &6 2&6!
%&$'-. >/5!( $ %&$' Gi? "*! 9-!" &8: 5/!,3&/("9-: $--&0/$"!) ,/"* "*/- %&$' /-
)!(&"!) #< κ(Gi). B/2/'$6'<? %/5!( $ 5/!,3&/(" vi? "*! -!" &8 %&$'- $--&0/$"!)
,/"* /" /- )!(&"!) #< κ−1(vi).
 !"#$%& '(  !" "#! $!" %& '(!)*%(+"$ V = ,+-".("(%+/ $0+("0.1/ %.20+%3!*4
"(56 0+7 G 5%+$($"(+2 %& "#! &%33%)(+2 2%03$8 G1 = ∃ 9 :;.!07:9< ∧  %)=03":9<</
G2 = ∃ 9 :;.!07:9< ∧ >%+"0?(+0+"@.!!:9<</ G3 = ∃ 9 :;.!07:9< ∧ >.-$"1:9<</
G4 = ∃ 9 :;.!07:9< ∧ A.05!B3!?!+"C(5#:9<<D
E! #0'! κ(G1) F κ(G4) F nutrition/ κ(G2) F sanitary 0+7 κ(G3) F
organolepticD >%+'!.$!31 κ−1(nutrition) F {G1, G4}/ κ
−1(sanitary) F {G2}
0+7 κ−1(organoleptic) F {G3}D
A*! 64'!- ,/'' 0&66!-3&() "& "*! -!" &8 -4C0/!(" 0&()/"/&(- (!!)!) 8&6
"*! %&$' Gi. D( "*! 0&("!@" &8 &46 36$0"/0$' $33'/0$"/&( "*/- /- /''4-"6$"!) /(
E/%46! F 9,/"* 6!-3!0" "& (4"6/"/&( %&$'-:.














































































 !"#$% &' ()*+ ,- $%)./ 0#,$!,!-0)1 "-)1+
 !"#$%&'% ()*% K +"!,)-!* ,.% /"$$"#-!' 01$%2 ∀ 345 670%)&638 ∧ 9)$,:&;
<1!+,-"!65438 ∧ =%+0%)*%658 → >"#9)$,6388
 !" #$ %&' (&%$)*!+ ",! $!" &- .&/0$ G = {G1, G2, ..., Gn} /%* ",! )%)")/0
1%&'0!*.! 2/$! K = (F ,R,N )3 4$ *!$(+)2!* /2&5! '! (&67#"! ",! n
1%&'0!*.! 2/$!$8 (&++!$7&%*)%. "& !/(, .&/09 Ki = (F ∪R
−1(Gi),R,N ) -&+





 !"#$%& '( >%, K = (F ,R,N ) #.%0% 2
• F = {F1} = ?@100%!,A3,0)+,-"!B),%6CDE8F














































































− R1 = ∀  !" #$%&'(# ) ∧ * +%',+-./0'+&#"! ) ∧ 1&,%&'2&#")
→ 1-3&2+-45&# ))
− R2 = ∀  !6 #$%&'(# ) ∧ 7'5+8(9:/,+-./#6! ) ∧ 1&,%&'2&#6)
→ ;.<7'5+# ))
− R3 = ∀  !" #$%&'(# ) ∧ * +%',+-./0'+&#"! ) ∧ =%.<+>#")
→ ?%',&*5&@&/+0-,># ))
− R4 = ∀  !" #$%&'(# ) ∧ * +%',+-./0'+&#"! ) ∧ 1&,%&'2&#")
→ A&2+-,-(&B%&&# ))
• N ,./+'-/2 +>& C.55.<-/3 /&3'+-D& ,./2+%'-/+E
− N = ¬(∃  #=%.<+># ) ∧ 1&,%&'2&# )))
;&+ +>& 3.'5 2&+ G '2 C.55.<2E
• G1 = ∃ F #$%&'(#F) ∧ 1-3&2+-45&#F))! <>&%& κ(G1) = nutrition
• G2 = ∃ F #$%&'(#F) ∧ ;.<7'5+#F))! <>&%& κ(G2) = nutrition
• G3 = ∃ F #$%&'(#F) ∧ ?%',&*5&@&/+0-,>#F))! <>&%& κ(G3) = nutrition
• G4 = ∃ F #$%&'(#F) ∧ A&2+-,-(&B%&&#F))! <>&%& κ(G4) = sanitaryG
?>&/E
• K1 = (F1,R,N ) <>&%& F1 = F ∪R
−1(G1) ,./+'-/2 +>& C.55.<-/3 C',+2E
− F1 = H:%%&/+* +%',+-./0'+&#?IJ)
− F2 = $%&'(#F) ∧ * +%',+-./0'+&#τ !F) ∧ 1&,%&'2&#τ)
• K2 = (F2,R,N ) <>&%& F2 = F ∪R
−1(G2) ,./+'-/2 +>& C.55.<-/3 C',+2E
− F1 = H:%%&/+* +%',+-./0'+&#?IJ)
− F3 = $%&'(#F) ∧ 7'5+8(9:/,+-./#2!F) ∧ 1&,%&'2&#2)
• K3 = (F3,R,N ) <>&%& F3 = F ∪R














































































− F1 =  !""#$%&'%"()%*+$,(%#-./01
− F4 = 2"#(3-41 ∧ &'%"()%*+$,(%#-τ 541 ∧ 6"+7%8-τ1
• K4 = (F4,R,N ) 78#"# F4 = F ∪R
−1(G4) )+$%(*$9 %8# :+;;+7*$< :()%9=
− F1 =  !""#$%&'%"()%*+$,(%#-./01
− F2 = 2"#(3-41 ∧ &'%"()%*+$,(%#-τ 541 ∧ >#)"#(9#-τ1







−1(Gi) = {F1, F2, F3, F4}A
 ! "#!$%&$' () *+$ ,%$&("-! $./0,1$2 (* 0/3 +/,,$) *+/* Kagg (! ()4")5
!(!*$)* 6/)' (* '"$! !" $&$) 7"% 8"/1! #$1")8()8 *" *+$ !/0$ &($9,"()*:; <$
*+$) -!$ /%8-0$)*/*(")2 9+(4+2 #3 *+$ 0$/)! "7 $.*$)!(")! 9(11 (!"1/*$ !-#5
!$*! "7 7/4*! 9$ 4/) /44$,* *"8$*+$% 64/11$' $.*$)!(")!:; =-%*+$%0"%$2 *+$
$.*$)!(")! 9(11 /11"9 -! *" !$$ 9+(4+ /%$ *+$ &($9,"()*! /!!"4(/*$' *" $/4+
0/.(0/1 4")!(!*$)* !-#!$* "7 >)"91$'8$ 6#3 *+$ 0$/)! "7 *+$ 7-)4*(") κ:;  
4+"(4$ ,%"4$'-%$ *+$) +/! *" #$ -!$' 6!$$ $./0,1$ #$1"9:;
?+$ /%8-0$)* 7%/0$9"%> 9$ 4/) 4")!*%-4* 7%"0 *+$ /#"&$ >)"91$'8$
#/!$ (! (A, Att) 9+$%$ A 4")*/()! *+$ 7"11"9()8@
• a = ({F2}, F2, R1(F2)) 9+$%$ R1(F2) = 2"#(3-41 ∧ &'%"()%*+$,(%#-τ 541
∧ >#)"#(9#-τ1 ∧ >*<#9%*B;#-41;
• b = ({F4}, F4, R3(F4)) 9+$%$ R3(F4) = 2"#(3-41 ∧
&'%"()%*+$,(%#-τ 541 ∧ 6"+7%8-τ1 ∧ ."()#&;#C#$%,*)8-41;
• c = ({F2}, F2, R4(F2)) 9+$%$ R4(F2) = 2"#(3-41 ∧
&'%"()%*+$,(%#-τ 541 ∧ >#)"#(9#-τ1 ∧ D#9%*)*3#?"##-41;
• d = ({F3}, F3, R2(F3)) 9+$%$ R2(F3) = 2"#(3-41 ∧ E(;%F3G!$)%*+$-9541
∧ >#)"#(9#-91 ∧ H+7E(;%-41 /)'














































































 ! "#$% &'()*+!"&"$,! %-%"+* .+/!+. 0+ !,0 ,1"&$!2
• Extstable(A, Att) = Extsemi−stable(A, Att) = Extprefered(A, Att) = {{a, c, d},
{b, d}}3
4"&'"$!( 5',* "#+ +6"+!%$,!% Extx(A, Att)7 "#+ 8',8,%+. .+9$%$,! %)88,'"
%-%"+* 5)!9"$,!% &% 5,::,0%2 5,' +;+'- +6"+!%$,! ε ∈ Extx(A, Att) 2
• <,!%$.+' "#+ 5&9"% ,99)''$!( $! "#+ &'()*+!"% ,5 ε =
•  .+!"$5- "#+ >!,0:+.(+ 1&%+% Ki 0#+'+ "#+%+ 5&9"% ,99)'=
• ?1"&$! "#+ (,&:% Gi 0#$9# &'+ %&"$%/+. 1- "#+ +6"+!%$,!=
• @%$!( "#+ κ 5)!9"$,! ", ,1"&$! "#+ ;$+08,$!"% 9,''+%8,!.$!( ", "#+%+
(,&:%=
• 4#,0 .,*&$! +68+'"% "#+ %+" ,5 (,&:%7 &!. 9,*8&"$1:+ ;$+08,$!"% 9,'A
'+%8,!.$!( ", "#+ ($;+! +6"+!%$,!3
B#$% *+"#,. &::,0% )% ", ,1"&$! & %+" ,5 ,8"$,!% +C)&: ", "#+ 9&'.$!&:A
$"- ,5 Extx(A, Att)3 D,' "&>$!( & /!&: .+9$%$,! %+;+'&: 8,%%$1$:$"$+% 9&! 1+
9,!%$.+'+. &!. 8'+%+!"+. ", "#+ +68+'"%2
• E&6$*$%+ "#+ !)*1+' ,5 (,&:% %&"$%/+.=
• E&6$*$%+ "#+ !)*1+' ,5 ;$+08,$!"% %&"$%/+.=
• @%+ 8'+5+'+!9+ '+:&"$,!% ,5 +68+'"% ,! (,&:% &!. F ,' ;$+08,$!"%3
 ! "#+ 8'+;$,)% +6&*8:+ G8:+&%+ '+9&:: "#&" "#+ (,&:% G1 &!. G2 &'+ &%%,A















































































•  !" #$%& "'&"(%)*( {a, c, d} )% +,%"- *( &!" .,/&% F2 ,(- F3 *+&,)("-
.$*0 K11 K2 ,(- K4 &!,& %,&)%.2 &!" 3*,4% G11 G2 ,(- G45
•  !" %"/*(- "'&"(%)*( {b, d} )% +,%"- *( F3 ,(- F4 *+&,)("- .$*0 K2 ,(-
K3 %,&)%.2)(3 G2 ,(- G3 +*&! ,%%*/),&"- 6)&! &!" (7&$)&)*(,4 8)"69*)(&5
:(" #$%& 9*%%)+)4)&2 ;/*$$"%9*(-)(3 &* &!" "'&"(%)*( {a, c, d}< /*(%)%&% *.
,//*094)%!)(3 F2 ,(- F3 ,(- ,44*6% &* %,&)%.2 &!" +)33"%& (70+"$ *. 3*,4%
,(- 8)"69*)(&%5
 !" %"/*(- 9*%%)+)4)&2 ;/*$$"%9*(-)(3 &* &!" "'&"(%)*( {b, d}< /*(%)%&% *.
,//*094)%!)(3 F3 ,(- F45 =& 6*74- %,&)%.2 &6* 3*,4% ,(- *(" 8)"69*)(&5 =&
/*74- +" /*(%)-"$"- &!*73! ). &!" 3*,4 G3 ;(*& %,&)%#"- +2 &!" #$%& *9&)*(<
)% 9$"."$$"- &* &!" *&!"$%5
 ! "#$%&$'()*
 !" "8,47,&)*( *. &!" )094"0"(&"- %2%&"0 6,% -*(" 8), , %"$)"% *. )(>
&"$8)"6% 6)&! -*0,)( "'9"$&%5  !" ,+*8" ?(*64"-3" ,(- $",%*()(3 9$*>
/"-7$"% 6"$" )094"0"(&"- 7%)(3 &!" @*37) ?(*64"-3" $"9$"%"(&,&)*( &**4
;@!")( "& ,451 ABCD<1 6)&! ,( "'&"(%)*( *. ABBB 4)("% *. %7994"0"(&,4 /*-"5
 !$"" "'9"$&% !,8" 8,4)-,&"- *7$ ,99$*,/!E &6* $"%",$/!"$% )( .**- %/)"(/"
,(- /"$",4 &"/!(*4*3)"% *. &!" F$"(/! (,&)*(,4 )(%&)&7&" *. ,3$*(*0)/ $"%",$/!1
%9"/),4)%&% $"%9"/&)8"42 *. &!" 3$,)(>&*>G*7$ &$,(%.*$0,&)*( 9$*/"%% ,(- *. &!"
+$",-0,?)(3 9$*/"%%1 ,(- *(" )(-7%&$),4 "'9"$& > &!" H)$"/&*$ *. &!" F$"(/!
I,&)*(,4 =(%&)&7&" *. J$",- ,(- K,%&$25
 !" #$%& 0""&)(3 -",4& 6)&! &!" -"4)0)&,&)*( *. &!" 9$*L"/& *+L"/&)8"% ,(-














































































 !""#$ %&'(#) *+,-+ .-'/(&,, "0  !""# %&'(#$ .+"12# %' -"/.,#'&'#) 3"4
-"12# 5+'6 %' #'7/'# 0&"8 ( /15&,5,"/(29 .(/,5(&69 .'/."&,(2 (/# '-"/"8,-
:",/5 "0 ;,'4) *+,-+ (&' 5+' 8(,/ </"4/ 4(6. 5" (-+,';' 5+'8)
=+'/ ( .'&,'. "0 ,/#,;,#1(2 ,/5'&;,'4. -"/.5,515'# 5+' '2,-,5(5,"/ :+(.'>
?(-+ '@:'&5 !(;' 8"&' (&!18'/5. 4+,-+ 4'&' -"8:2'8'/5,/! "/' '(-+ "5+'&>
A/ :(&(22'29 5+' 4&,5,/! "0 .:'-,7-(5,"/. 0"& 5+' #'8"/.5&(5"& (/# 5+' #'7/,B
5,"/ "0 5+' </"42'#!' %(.' .5&1-51&' 4'&' -"/#1-5'#>
A/ 5+' 0"22"4,/! :2'/(&6 8''5,/! 5+' &'(2 :"5'/5,(2 "0 5+' (::&"(-+ 4(.
.+"4/> =+' '@:'&5. 4'&' 0"&812(5,/! !"(2. (/# ;,'4:",/5. 5+'6 4'&' ,/5'&B
'.5'# ,/ (/# 5+' C"!1, .6.5'8 5"!'5+'& 4,5+ 5+' (&!18'/5(5,"/ '@5'/.,"/ 4(.
6,'2#,/! 5+' (.."-,(5'# :"..,%2' :&":".,5,"/.> D,!1&' E .+"4. ( .-&''/.+"5 "0
5+' #'8"/.5&(5"& (/.4'&. 0"& ( 54"B!"(2 F1'&6G ( /15&,5,"/(2 !"(2 H+,!+ 7%'&
-"/5'/5I (/# (/ "&!(/"2':5,- !"(2 H-&1.56 %&'(#I> =4" .'5. "0 -"8:(5,%2'
(-5,"/. (&' :&":".'#9 ."8' -+",-'. H.1-+ (. ,/-&'(.,/! "& #'-&'(.,/! 5+' '@B
5&(-5,"/ &(5'I %',/! ,/-"8:(5,%2' 0"& %"5+ !"(2.9 (/# 5+1. .':(&(5'# ,/ 5+'
54" (25'&/(5,;' .'5.>
D"1& .-'/(&,, 4'&' 8"&' .:'-,7-(226 ';(21(5'#> =+'.' .-'/(&,, -"/-'&/
0"1& <,/#. "0 -"/.18'&.G "%'.'. H7%'& :&'0'&'/-'I9 :'":2' 4,5+ ,&"/ #'7-,'/-6
H8,-&"/15&,'/5 :&'0'&'/-'I9 :'":2' 4,5+ -(&#,;(.-12(& #,.'(.' H#'-&'(.'# .(25
:&'0'&'/-'I (/# ;'!'5(&,(/. H2,8,5'# :+65,- (-,#I9 4+,-+ :&"#1-'. #,J'&'/5
.'5. "0 !"(2.> D"& '(-+ .-'/(&,"9 5+' .6.5'8 :&":".'. .';'&(2 "15:15'# &'-B
"88'/#(5,"/.> =+' (1#,'/-' 0"& #'-&'(.,/! .(25 5,:. 5+' %(2(/-' ,/ 0(;"1&
"0 ( &'-"88'/#(5,"/ 0"& 5+' =KL %&'(#9 4+,2' 5+' (1#,'/-' 0"& #'-&'(.,/!
:+65,- (-,# :1.+'. 5" .:'-,06 &'-"88'/#(5,"/. 5"4(&#. ( /(51&(2 ."1&#"1!+














































































 !"#$% &' (%)*+,-$.-*$ ,/$%%+,0*- ,0*1!+" -1* ,%-, *2 3*,,!45% ./-!*+,
 !"# $%& '&(!)*( +&'& ,"-(./&'&/ 0( &12)0-03)& 34 &12&'*(5 3!* -"* "36."!(5
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We present a real use case study of an argumentation process in the agrifood domain, in 
the wheat to bread chain. 
We introduce the notions of viewpoint and goal in a backward chaining reasoning 
procedure. 
We provide a logical framework in first order logic. 
Specific recommended actions are computed depending on the considered concerns. 
We present the case study evaluation process. 
 
